How did it all start?
- The story here is all straightforward. We are a group of passionate
and technology-driven people, that wants to change the world, and
have a positive impact on people's daily lives. Since WEB 3.0 is here,
it’s a perfect opportunity to learn, teach and enjoy this train ride with
people, that has the same mindset and wants to make difference and
the new future.

Why Potatoes?
- The potato is the third most important food crop in the world after rice
and wheat in terms of human consumption. More than a billion people
worldwide eat potatoes, and global total crop production exceeds 300
million metric tons. We eat Chips, fries, mashed potatoes and etc on
daily bases, it’s in our blood, so WHY NOT POTATOES?

The idea behind this project?
- We have huge plans, however, we all need to start somewhere, and
here is where we start. It’s not just ideas or plans, it’s our mission.
There is not gonna be a better time, to merge a few biggest
inventions into one project, making an awesome future for our
children and community.
Learn, play, stake, harvest, earn and develop the future with The
World of Potatoes NFT & Metaverse.
WEB 3.0, Crypto Blockchain, and NFTs all in one place merged
into something big that will eventually make an impact.

CHAPTER 1 - The beginning
- This is the preparation stage, where all the art is designed, marketing
strategies developed, plans created, team hiring, and testing
happens. It also includes social media channels preparation and
publication.

CHAPTER 2 - Work, work, work!
- A limited Potato NFT collection of 10.000 unique art pieces was
created. It will be released in 3 stages: Whitelist presale, Pre-Sale
and Public sale. Once the public sale starts, people will finally see
what their POTATO NFT looks like.
- Spreading this project everywhere in the world, gathering and
growing community.
- The project representative website gets created:
https://worldofpotatoes.com
- Whitelist gathering.
- Further marketing strategies, and media creation.

CHAPTER 3 - Currency
- Once all POTATO NFTs have their owners, we will start working on
the METAVERSE currency.
- Token creation/selection. The currency that you will earn by staking
potatoes in the lands will be created/selected according to the best
possible solution at that time.

CHAPTER 4 - Metaverse

- The Metaverse preparation starts.
- 100.000 Metalands creation with different traits depending on their
location.
- 10.000 Metalands distributed to POTATO NFT owners.
- Public Metalands sale. Date TBA.
- Development of 2D based website, where POTATO owners will be
able to interact and use their potatoes to stake and harvest the
profits.
- 3D Potato traits will be created to generate and convert 2D Potatoes
into 3D fully functional avatars.
- Further Metaverse development and release.
- Testing Phase, where community members will be able to join
Metaverse, test it, and have fun. Provide feedback and ideas, so they
could be implemented.
- Final Metaverse release, where people will be able to control 3D
POTATOES as characters, interact, have funds, stake, buy additional
lands, and harvest their profits.
- Parties, merchandise for all owners, gifts and etc.

CHAPTER 5 - Go big, or go bigger!
- Bringing in more investors, and developers, hiring more people and
generating more ideas on how to dominate WEB 3.0.
- Gathering and improving existing projects, to keep the value of all
NFTs and lands growing.
- Doing collaborations and introducing other perks for Metaverse, to
increase harvest gains and profits for the community.
Summary:
Community matters, that’s why we will consider all the feedback, all
suggestions of our members before big and upcoming projects. We will
have weekly/monthly meetings, and vote on the future of the project!

THE METAVERSE
The World Of Potatoes project will be realized in the Metaverse. By logging
in with your wallet, users will see all their assets such as lands and owned
Potato NFTs that will grant an additional harvesting bonus. Following that,
having Potato NFT with land will provide better results than having just
land. More lands will generate more harvesting income each day. Each
land will have different perks depending on its location and climate in the
Metaverse. Profit will be paid by using our limited supply tokens.
Users will be able to interact with other users, join events and play games.

Short description:
We already live in the new web era, all the ideas we bring and create will
shape our future around it. We are tech-driven people wanting to change
the world. It’s not just an idea, it’s a mission, that one way or another way
will be brought to life. The 10.000 World of Potatoes unique NFT collection
is only the 1st stage of something big! Owning a potato will grant you an
airdrop of METAVERSE LAND, that will generate you passive income.
More lands and more potatoes = more profit. All community needs will be
met, no matter if you purchase our NFT for buy-sell profit, passive income,
or fun interactive 3D metaverse game, WE GOT YOU COVERED!

